INTRODUCTION
A body of literature has proposed a class of data-centric storage systems [8, 7, 3] that supports the construction of distributed hash tables and indices for scalable querying in sensor networks. While many advances have been made in designing data-centric abstractions, not much attention has been paid to the underlying packet routing and rendezvous primitives. Existing implementations of data-centric abstractions use two kinds of packet routing primitives: flooding and geographic routing. Anecdotal evidence from current deployments suggests that flooding adversely impacts the performance even in networks with tens of nodes. The alternative, geographic routing using protocols like GPSR [1] , requires assigning position information to nodes. Such information is generally expected to be dynamically computed using an ad-hoc localization systemor a system that assigns virtual coordinates [6, 4] for routing purposes. These systems are currently the subject of active research, and practical deployments are perhaps a few years away.
This work considers an alternative approach to providing routing primitives for data-centric abstractions. Our approach is based on the observation that without dynamically computed node positions, most near-to medium-term sensor network deployments will configure node locations.
1 Node location provides context for the data collected from the sensor network. Such location information is often loosely associated with geography or topography. Thus, in a habitat monitoring network, a node might be located within the "chaparral" region or within a "riparian" region. In an inbuilding network, the location of a node may be specified by floor and wing (e.g., 13th floor, west wing). Furthermore, location names often have a natural hierarchy. In a habitat monitoring network, such a hierarchy might be defined by, for example, a quadrant of the habitat, followed by a section, and within it a particular cluster of nodes. In a building network, the hierarchy might be defined by floors, wings and rooms. A hierarchical location naming scheme is more userfriendly than a system in which nodes are manually assigned positions. In fact, we know of at least two deployments that use such a naming scheme to assign spatial context to sensor readings.
In this work, we consider deployments where nodes are manually configured with hierarchical location identifiers (HLIs). An HLI is simply a machine readable form of a hierarchical location name. Thus, a sensor node in a building might be assigned an HLI of the form 5.4.10 where 5 denotes the fifth floor, 4 denotes the east wing, and 10 denotes the 10th room on the east wing.
The central thesis of this work is that these HLIs can be used to build a scalable routing system (which we call HLR) for sensor networks. Observe that the HLI hierarchy can be modeled as an area hierarchy [2] . Imposing an area hierarchy on a network is a well-studied way of scaling routing protocols in wired and wireless networks.
HLR constructs and maintains these routing tables using a variant of routing protocol DSDV [5] . While the basic design of HLR borrows heavily from the routing literature for wired networks, it incorporates two novel features. The first is a technique for automatically aggregating routing entries at area boundaries that allows neighboring areas to maintain summarized views of an area while guarantee no loop in the routes. The second is a mechanism for routing to partitioned areas-classical area hierarchy based algorithms make the assumption that areas are connected.
Using the routing tables that HLR constructs, it is possible to provide a variety of packet routing primitives: unicast to a specified node within the network, broadcast or anycast to a specified area, rendezvous using a random hash or a locality-preserving mapping. Particularly novel in HLR is the design of the rendezvous primitives, since previous designs of such primitives for sensor networks leveraged geographic positioning. These primitives can be used for datacentric routing systems like Diffusion and TinyDB, as well as for data-centric storage systems like GHT [7] and DIM [3] .
We have implemented HLR in TinyOS, and have implemented simplified versions of data-centric routing and storage systems that use HLR's routing primitives. We use extensive simulations to compare the performance of HLRbased data-centric storage systems to systems that use geographic routing. We find that the performance of the two classes of systems is comparable; while aggregated route entries increase the average path length in HLR, geographic routing based rendezvous sometimes incurs significant overhead in walking the outer perimeter. We also evaluate the behavior of HLR under dynamics, finding that route changes caused by link failures can often be constrained to a small area and are not propagated throughout the network. Finally, we report experiences from running HLR on a smallsized network of Mica2 motes. Taken together, these results imply that HLR is a viable routing layer for many kinds of sensor networks that can be immediately employed in nearterm sensor network deployments.
HLR DESIGN DETAILS
The key insight behind HLR is that one can automatically and dynamically construct aggregated routing tables with the configured HLI at each node using a modified version of a distance-vector algorithm such as DSDV [5] . DSDV is a distance vector routing algorithm which associates a sequence number with each destination to avoid the "count to infinity" problems associated with distance-vector protocols. Unlike DSDV which conceptually builds a tree rooted at the destination, HLR builds, for each destination area, a "tree" rooted at the area -each "gateway" nodes of the area advertises the route to itself together with its monotonically increasing sequence number and nodes which receive the advertisements treat them as the alternative routes to the destination area and only choose one and advertise the selected route. In this way, it maintains DSDV's loop-freedom and reduces the number of routing packets since each node only needs to join and propagate one tree for each hierarchical destination area.
To handle the case where areas may be paritioned, we identify the partitioned areas by assigning a unique identifier (termed as cluster ID) to each connected component of the partitioned area. Each node then could use the lexicographically smallest HLI of any node with an inner route within an area as the cluster ID of that area; each node now needs to favor the inner route over the external route and tag the external routes in its route advertisements. As for forwarding, data packets destined to a given HLI in the area are duplicated and sent to both partitions, since it is a priori unclear which partition contains the node associated with the HLI.
ROUTING AND RENDEZVOUS PRIMITIVES
In addition to classicial routing primitives such as unicasting. Use HLR, one can provide a scoped area multicasting where the specified area has logical meaning to users, e.g. multicasting to nodes in "chaparral" region, which is not directly supported by geographical routing with exact geographical information or virtual coordinates. In addition, through hashing a key to a HLI, we could a rendezvousbased primitives which could be used to build a GHT like data-centric storage. For systems which needs data-locality preserving hashing, using the routing table built through HLR and binarily splitting the data space among the same level of HLIs in a way similar to that used in [3] , we could also provide a data-locality preseving hashing funciton without geographical information.
